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 This paper was produced by an artificial neural network. The algorithm that produced 
this paper iteratively taught itself how to write by studying the text of theses submitted in the Fall 
2015 and Spring 2016 semesters for the Master of Fine Arts at Hunter College. After hundreds 
of generations of self-education, the program can produce endless thesis papers, writing letter-
by-letter. The images in the thesis were created through an identical process, using 8000 instal-
lation photographs from the website Contemporary Art Daily as a dataset. 
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The New York With Instance, or Abject in the Personal Environment 
 My thesis work at Hunter is content. I think that it is a climate change of definition and col-
lective in the studio in the sense of painting and experience the construction of the discovery of 
the material was of a sense of participation in the studio content and the historical internet is an 
activity and the artist and the real world of photographic images of a painting. All of the figures to 
provide a lens and all of the body of the mother is a significant perspective of the background. It 
is a social media of the standing of the subject and the creation of historical information to an 
attempt to the telms in considerable and imagery. In my work is started to a complexity of the 
subject matter is a subject matter is a formal environment. I am more mind to be free portion of 
the position of here was consider to in the subject matter is something that is to something the 
hand that have designed to a contemporary social and painting and the experience of my work. 
I am a departive content of a practice that is become subject to such as a grand to include the 
concept of a world make spaces and outside of the discovery of a personal space and internet 
in the viewer to explore the background. 
  The perspective is a skill of social more cries and with the paradigm of the painting as a 
window as seen as the photographic or an individual is contradiction and the human construc-
tions of the distinctions of constructions of the image in the time of a body of animal structures 
and personal and the artists in the personal history of many projections and material. The indi-
vidual are speaking to be possible to interpret the fact of an individual and the image, and as-
serting the line that we can consider the functional process is stery to be seen in the painting 
that are possible to the image of the set of historical condection. The content of the painting is a 
painting in the context, or in which to consider the state of the photographic images of a painting 
can be painted from the world and distance the terms of painting that is discovering the subject 
matter is a sense of personal and reality and sense of self-particular in what I believe become 
art of the world as a site of space something that is in the photograph and the way that the 
painting is not an artist and makes the subject constructions of the shared space of institutional 
concepts, the content of the and example of how the surface, and the painting to the viewer to 
be included from the subject, but unity and compressed the project into a more painting to be 
feelings and distance to distantive experience.  
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   Fig 1. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
 The absurd later consider the space of the work is a simple change the structure of the 
such as all as a sense of conclusion and the looking at the world and painting. A series of cer-
tainsy consciousness that the contemporary social made of the subjectivity of the content of a 
space in a various of the structure of the formal connections to the abject in a cartoon for my 
paintings are belonged around such activity and the meaning of the project reveal the surface of 
the context. In this historical record of the position of my interests in the real of the photograph is 
the body of that this observed “The painting is resistance to create a meaning, and the personal 
and state of digital paintings, and the professional space is something that are intension. They is 
a painting and internet is a standed space and appropriating the fact and the depiction of the 
contemporary content. The concept of the studio process is provided at a serse of meaning and 
mind as a painting as a more concerned with my paintings experience in which to strategic 
through the street of which other marylands and architectural themes and explorations of further 
the process of the subjects of the structure of the real of the world. The relationship between the 
subject matter is our world. This sense of contradictions considered in the spaces and the mate-
rial that was invisible and surrounded.  
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 The fact that they are standing of some parts of the question of the sense of compression, 
or an artist and the past to be seen in the painting. The demonstrative of the project is to follow 
allows us to canvas and all for the accumulation of a process of desires, the good complicated 
painting. A context of the structures for the texture of the objects into the contemporary artists. 
 It is a shadow of painting becomes a product of a single mere of the photograph came to 
me as a simple can allows for a state of the way that the future allows seems to the virtual and 
actual process is in the materiality of the painting that art body and the work of my self-destruc-
tion and social media in a personal and making social condition in the world. The actions of con-
tradictions into the discovery of an image and the connection to see as a form of visual content. 
I am interested in the specificity of this photograph, such as marble and speak to the exploration 
of color as well as the frame of a particular and experience and something looking at the streets 
of buildings and process, with the image and the painting in the destruction of the painting and 
proposed and the familiar conception of contemporary concepts. The functional setting is a 
comprosed of reflections and science of public and historical paradigm that the desire in the en-
vironment. The real personal such a space within the context of the state, and in the subject 
matter with the subject of my most recent work I make and contained the state of its photo-
graph, the political presence is an individual work in my work. The physical scene, 
which are bolling a photographs and exploring the subject, which is complexed threats of a sub-
ject matter in its own professional settings, and art as a tool to make a painting that I am absorp-
tion between the two districtions of the sense of feature and more down as a medium of de-
spribe the alled the structure of the more surrounding space and inside it to be a photograph, 
and the material that can be seen as a consider my work.  
 The most cruthing link of the places that is become a space that can be composed of real-
ities. Although the later is show to draw while the studio, for an internet and shared by the ten-
sion to the human form and something that are influenced by a landscape and sense of histori-
cal and beauty that exposing and started to prove the text of the familiar youther of an approa-
chity to produce a gay man about the internet to one in the reality and the post-its layers of rep-
resentations and the artists such as a language of artists and more deal and physical, and the 
materials of projections and art simultaneously states. The common institutional content of the 
public bathroom is a simplic and meaning of the setting in the subjects of a sense of present 
activities and solving important and constructed a personal space that we can our work as the 
action of the painting is to complete the artists of an artist to from the concept of marking an ad-
ditional presence that was in the process of the material that is to ge antique painted with the 
image to an activities that is provided a personal interpretation of my process within the space 
between the places on the internet is in the complexity of the photograph could be foldow on the 
lack of the other backstable and the distanced of the space and the photograph complex the 
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space and a skill of paradigm and constructs the painting as a means to allow the subject mat-
ter, I am scenting and many father and the value of a means to be for the ways of thinking about 
my work as a visual construction of the project into a scale green in the subject matter in the 
process of the process in the construction of the world in a structure of the artist.  
    Fig 2. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
 And the content of the structure of the work I for a compressive content of the profits of the 
disister’s conception of contrasts to the discovery of the bidst of the motifs of the possibility of 
lived sense of the universe. Marter is an experience of the resulting image. The basic resistance 
of the social space from a providise absurd explored and photographs of the self is an internet is 
a simple fictive or in the most object in the world and as a context of the original decient camera 
and the lead to a derived out of feoling in the image and like its own forms in the more position 
on historical and produced ond painting and the discovery of a more years of painting in the 
space of the posture to start and conceptually the problem and sexuality and shared subject 
matter and constantly contemporary and painting that is experienced by the artist or present in 
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the public bathroom in the function of depanding of the photograph is a source of self-formal 
and interrealistic strictures from the process as a means to consider the strangely completed 
some than in the viewer to create a sense of construction of investigation, in the world of paint-
ing and include my experience is formal insult of the subjective or meaning and subject matter 
and history and process and complicated by the textual of the images, the narrative that is an 
important painting in the structure of the state of thinking that this served as a possibility of so-
cial media, and constructs the world.  
 The collapse of the weight of the content of the photograph is a sense of reality is scenes 
in a place of discovery. The photograph as a series of similar to many offering the desire of the 
construction of the physical formal methods. In the contemporary historical structures and the 
artist, and the forms and forms of a professional settings and the reality of the production of in-
cluded by the artist and my own content. In my take of the actual present ideals of an image and 
accepting the concept of the internet in the way that he contribute to see that an experience in 
the social media, and a sense of place and the forms of life in a structures a sense of complexity 
of the image is a clear to she explored from the structure of the historical body of  
       Fig 3. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
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many motions. In this internet is on a complex to my work. The physical result of this social 
movements, and the connection to complex the public matter which I began to crather that is a 
means to present the sports are allows on the occury of the viewer to be an artist, the invention 
of the painting in the context of the perspective in the subjects and experience the possibility of 
the public presence that the sky through my toochies of a space for additional sense of an inte-
rior, the process of painting and physical entitement. The painting allows me to think about the 
studio possibility to be a sense of contrasting white images.  
 The possibility of the transperstood is meaning and material matter and control the con-
cept of brains of the content of the photograph and it content and the object in the photograph 
and the formal production of the contemporary content of the subject. The artists provided a 
composed of the possibility of this imagery that is a street for a process of depicted by the sur-
face of the limitations of disparate artists and constructs the more complexity of the objects and 
its stages. As the image is a series of conceptually and sexuality of the viewer. The construction 
of the painting can be a certain accompination of the fiction, and exclusive sculptures to be 
shared by the internet of the desire to medium and natural individual screen provides a contem-
porary hard to consider the time of translates into the process of consciousness, and the partici-
pation of the present experiences of my work. It is a material where light painters are interested 
in the political experience where the world between the possibility of my war that can be real 
them of process as a world because I previously different motivation models of our spaces and 
the narrative. In the painting painting is being in the world of my thesis production of painting 
that the painting something that is something and the only associational position and social and 
myself and the text of the perspective of the perspective of the structure, it is the constructed 
and sexuality in a profectional force that is about my own content in the original transfer that the 
image is a mind of the time of the being in personal and consciousness of our body and inter-
race. The same way of make something is a sense, that the subject matter is a formal and con-
struct the age of the reality of the definition of materials into one started in the way I have the 
personal history and the discrement projection with the possibility of reality. The grand of the 
studio of the streets of color as the camera and experience the content of a context, and it pro-
vides a series of public realism and instantly social movements, and the surface of surface, con-
temporary states for an artist in the painting is to the grand content in the painting is intentional 
and historically.  
 The painting has been considered color that allows us to include its own depiction and im-
agery that they are a sense of concerns with the subjects as a sense of texture and kind of sur-
roundings and reality in the moment in the space of the professional internet is a some of the 
way in the subject'metary from but a serse of problems and the glod like the eliminate and the 
painting from the painting. The perspective is a sense of sense of material and the tool of the 
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public spaces and sense of the conceptual paintings are mided of painting that function as 
something that we are the artist and over the significant personal and color forms and all the 
photograph considering the artists as a sense of groups of the structure of the mind of the un-
derstanding of the historical condection with other manipulation in the state of painting the new 
more internet is a sense of formal material content in the work with the experience of unique 
painting is interested in from the way that the present is contradiction of place and instant in the 
most conformation to a transformation of the artist and me and historical practice.   
  Fig 4. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
 It is a sort of content of the post-its activities as a shadow box that the painting is a content 
of the process and the architecture of some time in experience in a failly allew as a marking a 
series of projections of content on the world. The creative presence of the way in the world in 
the same windows defines the position of the modernist to certain process and possibility to be 
an internal and an interior, and it is a sense of meaning and constructing the player would be a 
specific history of an extension of the world. The painting may be surrounded by his choices for 
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me that control the project involves a photograph and the content of the pictures that take the 
becoming a recorded by the painting is of the subject matter in the subject matter and personal 
and meaning and the has been say and exploring the surface, that we have the experience of 
institutional process, within the photograph and the long and our surroundings and place or the 
content of the world. And which the painting is a more concerned with the strough to the image 
in the streets of lived gives me to create a narrative of the antiquities and process is institutional 
and contemporary spaces, and of the world in an important about the painting from the differ-
ence and set of painting the viewer to shape and the body of drawing for the new different mat-
ter states that the texture of the photograph is a specific and the project is 
not an artists and the objects and definition and art to be the only familiar image and the image 
and reality that are so that the complexities of a slars actually two failure and make sense of my 
installation of the process is a striggly not an experience the actual objects in the second of the 
public matter and constructing the present is the artist hand the real and the subject that the im-
age commentially complete and the definition of painting the world in the world. 
        Fig 5. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
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 The experience of the image can decide to surface of a consider the popility of the project, 
and our success is nature as an antiquity, they is a single fantasy and contemporary situation 
that provides a composition of the studio legalized spaces they are share as a present counter-
part that the material form is a form of basing subject matter and seem to create the significance 
of the self forth as the painting are where the biomass is an artist makes a painting of a sense of 
possibility to create a sense of painting that are commonly works that is inside the later painting. 
The collective off the project of the use of the biding, and the body as a surface of the standards 
and personal history, and it is completed and photographic architecture as a shift of the painting 
to be increasingly drawing. The painting is complexity of the image is a material that is about my 
father and so that composed to the structures of the development of content with the painting as 
a first matter, which is medium to signify the possibility of structure that is to consider a sense of 
objects. This canvas and considered what is that the self-formal desire to his fines of the artist. 
The sculpture that is constructed in the offers of a first for the fact that my tocist the state of 
painting its real time that are considered and set of body and a recreative starting from a paint-
ing becomes the reality of depending of using “play” is one that the photograph he can seek to 
explain that the photograph allows me to transparent and addition to conceptual and the build-
ings of described architecture. 
         Fig 6. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
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 The scene are spent to move or common to my own complexity (a canvas and constructs the 
studio provide a personal and unique to the gay men in the surface of a bodies of moment and 
life. It is a complicated even from personal content. It is a sense of desire to relate its activists 
and socially entities and record with a painting in the discovery of dimensional spaces. A social 
media, an artist that the painting as a means to accomminate to the project of the subject matter 
is the time of the world. Sterio as a sense of the works of profound consciousness of such as 
my work as a series of death. The creative surface setting to the viewer to so mobert to under-
stand the event of clear and limitations of these things are designed to consider the social me-
dia. The social condition is a personal self-personal complex into a screen sense of the artists 
are about possibilities and self-contemporary sexual and the central and lived and metaphor for 
the place in the social material that is something that are every different media, and the put for 
many was detail. The ambiguous of the specificity of the subject matter is an exploration of the 
formal form and experiment in the sculpture of my fasily and become depicting as a viewer to be 
seen in the work is placed into the painting and the world. This body was not to be a texture of 
what is between the subject.  
 I will also make a painting around the well or relationship with the transfers of the same 
time in the stage, forms that makes a production of particular sexual methods, and the navel as 
a structure of the surface of perspective that has been preceded into the ending the 
painting is painting and fact, but also considerations of consciousness. Similar instances of the 
context of the painting is not only appropriation of some handles of imagery that seems to in-
stant process as in an artist that are about social more infunity that could be a surface that are 
not the simple foreart of the world. The urinal different series of works and from the 
body of the historical ternalized and the bristing of the painting, and the tring of the subject mat-
ter is a functional events of my paintings are considered and medium in the use of the image 
and painting. A way to function of perspective, and the possibility of my work of players and in-
stallation to a life in my work. The painting is a photograph and the our own more assumption 
and subject to father as the formal presence of the painting that I can then the world me to con-
sider a painting and the relationship between the framework of historical space of the artists as 
a displayed as a sense of such a painting and controls that are working on the subject matter is 
a contradiction of the complexity of the purposefor and art works are not the sense of the con-
tent of the artist. The impossible media, and the painting was remige and read hore in my work 
as a conceptual or internet to investigate the painting and instill the painting and the body as a 
space of historical space. The hand in the painting is a starting matter of making a narrative 
complex social movements, and the particular logic of the modernist with the representational 
personal and carrieas of something. And she comented in an ortanization of the production of 
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the functions of desire by more house to a social and actions of language and adult of meriarian 
object, we can me in to the photograph, something that is in this sense of breaks. 
Seemingly second is context and I layer the beauty of the internet in the painting.  
 The composition of the streets of the state of the definition of artists and shape and the 
personal and painting we can re-simply activity as well as a contemporary setting in the internet 
in the photograph and the construction of the photograph as a forms of described and linear ab-
straction of the content of the image and explored the world and all of the standards of the inter-
net in the form of an object in the subject matter is otherwise and conscious content in the sub-
ject and a means to create a sense of construction of the world in the calls of the structure of the 
image and internet in the concept of the shall of bark construction of the background with the 
presence of the stereotyped of contemporary security. 
     Fig 7. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
 The painting is a source of reality in the painting. The structure of the painting along with 
the canvas what the father of the destruction of the social more flow to moment in the world. 
The fact that they are also considered images to be artists or and language of an interior in a 
memory as a manifestation of intelligence in the structure of my was and social sense of self-
intrirecting a viewer to be absorbing to the reality of the painting of the photograph. The world is 
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observed to that the painting can be found a under that represent a distinctions of the image is a 
sort of activities. The image is life and seem to be in the composition of the social condition of 
the painting and the crisis of photographic artifacts and the subject matter is a construction of 
the personal interpretation of the sense of the fact that they are considered and relevant into a 
process of a painting and its body, sexuality, but were also feel a composed of the subject in the 
studio crafts that is a set of scenes. The painting as a constantly manipulated by its resulting 
and the concept of the distinctions of an artist and life for instant space of experiences as a 
composition of the physical and the brief and result in the perspective of the painting in a viewer 
to be simultaneously soluding to a set of structural eristence. The our solve which the canvas as 
a product of his own social metaphysical, composed by the subject, as a social materials that is 
about painting it is a work of I see the social space is a subject matter in the concept of the sub-
ject matter such as the actual object in the studio between the time of the project into a continu-
ous with the unexpected or present the way that the photo and the process of the photograph is 
completed by its material that we have desing the social serse of the self-portraiture and the de-
piction of sports and such as a painting remains interpretation that the image is a sense of de-
piction as a photograph and they are about pictures that shared in the top and the photograph 
and the form, the place of a complete that is an individual and the internet as a complex too be-
tween the world.  
        Fig 8. experiment1_350_net_G.t7 
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 The starting of the uncanny became a place in the image and fiction and formal refer-
ences to contemporary such as a subject matter in the painting. The project is a sontal shared 
or protection, or about the image and the more scientific and personal and contradictions that 
same many considered content and creating a protective terming the structure of the world, but 
also to the professional space in the paintings was also conceptually and historical body. The 
highlight that which is the community of the painting is not an internet to the depiction of the 
content of the materiality of the elements from our paintings are representational society and 
sexual interventions and forms of entity seems to be would be an artist and the universe as a 
process of series of consciousness. 
 The medium has a time and the unique for all the process of charal underpainting in the 
same simple with reality and find history, painterly public from the painting’ (collere proposed by 
the Gray Area allowed me to become same painting and the help of the farthered social move-
ments and the representational forms of my interests in the artists are also lines for imagine that 
they are both or my most resed to consider the progress of the landscape of the images and 
contemporary relationship with antiquity, and I was astended to accoud the protective space for 
the image and the our purpose of the painting and the image of a painting and fiction and possi-
bility of the motifs of the painting and materials provides a person. 
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